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‘:This 15invention -' relates -‘ ‘:to Ifs'h'ce manufacture 
*zandz'p'ertains more particularly‘ to ‘improvements 
‘.xin'..zeomfortrshoes aandzth'eir .m'etho‘dfof ‘manufac 
tture. 

.toxproduce. a.;'shoe 'wrrich'rwill‘im‘aintain :its ila'st‘e’d shape, @without ‘the necessity ‘of ‘employing :‘shoe 

Thetprincipal‘ purpose :"of "the ainvention‘i-is 

treesvorrother .device'slpto preserve the :?at setrof 
vthe rsole, ;;and which is v:unusually comfortable .to 
~the :wea-rer, -: especially in :the vamp :area. 

-~:One of :the primary features 10f ‘the improved 
construction is the provision of a resilient, sheet 
dike :bottom .?ller which ‘iscsecured to the lasted 
‘insole w :under tension rrand continuously resists 
any tendency. ‘of .the fshoeso‘le'to bow ‘upwardly. at 
vthe toe; :thusholding the :sole “flat and :avoiding 
‘the. formation ‘of :wrinkles in the ‘insole :o-ri creases 
inthe -‘vamp.. 
.Another feature . is :the incorporation- in ‘the 

vamp vof a cushion-like, iresilient'i'lafyer or lining 
-.which not :only {affords ggeneral comfort to: the 
wearer by relieving excessive pressure I011 .zcorns 
:or .bunions, rbutzalso resists :distortion ofsthe‘vamp 
‘and, *when combined with :the'resilient bottom 
?ller, .:tends to counteract zany “excessiverstraiin 
of 1 the tensioned ‘filler :and :thus :».assists in game 
serving :the- initialz'shape .of the :shoefsoleifas'iwell 
as: the :forep'art iGf itsxupper. 
Recommended .iembodimentsi of lithe invention 

are illustrated in the accompanying zdrawings, 
buti-itwi'llbe understood that the structural de 

‘ tails of the shoe parts herein shown and de 
scribed may be widely varied without departing 
from the essence of this invention as de?ned 
in the appended claims. 
In the drawings, 
Fig. 1 is a bottom view of a lasted shoe pre 

pared for the application of a preferred form of 
resilient bottom ?ller sheet; 

Fig. 2 is a plan View of the sheet ?ller adapted 
to be applied to the insole of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a transverse section across the fore 
part of a shoe equipped with the improved sheet 
?ller of Fig. 2 and the vamp lining of Fig. 5; 

Fig. 4 is a similar view illustrating an‘optional 
form of fastening between the insole and bottom 
?ller; 
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Fig. 5 is a side view, partly in section, of a 7 
shoe equipped with the tensioned bottom ?ller 
and the improved vamp lining; 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary perspective view of one 
form of the vamp lining or insert; and ‘ ‘ 

Fig. '7 is a similar view of an optional'form of 
vamp lining. 
The invention is herein shown as embodied in 

a man’s welt shoe, but it will be evident that 
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the .improved 1=features rm'ay The incorporated ".I-in 
lother itypes ‘.‘Df sshoe, ".Iif lldesired. 'T‘It ’Wi'11'f3l]S0{!bI-) 
understood that the improved shoe 1is lastedps'o‘led 
land ?nishedraccording to ‘any rcustomary::n'ranu 
fa'cturing 1‘ methods, . except "as the incorporation 
‘of the novel {features :rabove {explained ‘is . herein‘ 
after described. . 

The rsheet—like, resilient ibottom ‘.‘?ller ‘H ltmay 
consist rof 15a suitablyzshapedipiece iof .Zperforate‘d 
scrap rrubber nor" Lethe~ character. described ‘in r'my 
Patent (No. 5250533502, -.fdated¢ September ‘.78, 11936, 
‘and-“when .such ;a rz?ller is ‘ iemployedx ititpossesses 
all the advantages » explained sin .@that. ‘patent 'iaa's 
-well was ‘the :novel .“features :herein idisclos'e'd. 
'Gther stretchable," resilient," or I contractile mate 
rials or .compositions‘will, ihowever, isat'isfy r'the 
purposes. of rth'expresen't invention‘, sollongrasi'they 
lmay‘r‘be suitablyvfastenedvto Ithe insole ‘un‘der 
rappreciable'atension ian'drthereby icause ztheisole 
.»of 1 that-?nished shoe‘ to maintain ziits'll?atzkcondi 
'Ition'nniderrnorma-l :use. 

Thearesili'en't ishee'ti-is ‘adaptedto'?lliYtheffore- ' 

r zan‘d‘we‘lt l-ll,rtonithe-ilastil5. 5‘ In accordancewith 
‘this ‘invention illongiltudina‘lly spaced fastening 
@elements, such Ias the: snap‘; sockets "t6 of it Figs. $11 
"and 3, eare'ialt'tache'd i to- the insole‘ ‘ il 2 f-be'fore it "is 
tacked son istheala‘s't. 'iI‘lhe.:shoe IPis Ith‘en lilastéd, 
wéltedpandmrepared tori-‘bottom inning. 
The sheet ?ller l l is prepared to ?t the bottom 

cavity and complemental fastening ‘elements, 
such as the snap studs ll of Figs. 2 and 3, are 
secured thereto at longitudinally spaced inter 
vals. The fasteners are provided at the toe and 
ball regions, and preferably also at the shank, 
as shown; but the third fastening will be omitted 
if the ?ller does not extend into the shank of the 
shoe. . 

The distance between any pair of fasteners 
on the resilient ?ller is substantially less than 
the distance between any complemental pair of ' 
fasteners on the insole. The di?erential may be 
approximately ?ve-eighths of an inch in each 
case, as ‘in the arrangement shown in. Figs. 1 
and 2. ‘ 

Hence, in applying and securing the ?ller, the 
resilient sheet must be stretched longitudinally 
to attach the complemental snap fasteners, and 
is then held in place under appreciable tension. 
Suitable cement is preferably applied between 
the meeting faces of the insole and ?ller to bind 
them together; and after the cement has dried, 
the outsole I 8 is applied and secured according 
to common practice. 
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In the modi?cation shown in Fig. 4, split rivets 
or staples l9 are employed as the fastening ele 
ments on the insole, the sheet ?llerhaving suit 
ably spaced openings receiving the prongs of the 
rivets or staples, and constructing the comple 
mental fastening elements of the ?ller when the 
latter is applied under tension to the lasted in 

' sole. The rivet head may, of course, be counter 

sunk, ifdesircd-n h . , , v 

In Figs,"'_ 3 {and v5', the vamp- of theshoe is 
equipped'with'the improved cushion'layer 2| ‘in 
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serted as an interlining between the upper l3‘ and . 
the usual fabric lining 22 and secured therewith to 
the insole by the ordinary inseam stitch of a 
welt shoe. As shown in Fig. 6, this cushion layer 
preferably consists of a thin sheet of sponge rub 
her or other soft and resilient material, having 
small perforations 23 therethrough to permit 
adequate circulation of air. The pores and 'per 
forations of the layer 2| also tend to obviate dam 
age- to the upper resulting from perspiration,‘ for 
perspiration will collect therein and be evaporated 
without wetting the upper proper [3. 
Other suitably porous or permeable sheets may 

be satisfactorily employed as the cushion lining 
or layer, such as foam rubber, or wool felt; and 
a rubber layer 24 may be spreadlcoated or vul 
canized on the outer side of the textile fabric 
lining 22, if desired, as indicated in the modi?ed 
form of Fig. 7. When applied as a separate sheet, ~ 
the‘cushion layer‘, is preferably ‘stretched out 
wardly from the center and cemented or'other 
wise attached to the upper 22 under tension, be 

7 fore the upper parts are assembled, and there 
after cemented to the lining l3 to unify the 
vamp at or prior to lasting of the shoe. 
The yielding resilience of the cushion layer 2| or 

lining tends to relieve pressure on the foot and 
also, because itis connected through the insole 
to the resilient bottom ?ller, to assist the 
stretched ?ller II in maintaining the shape of 
the sole and upper at the forepart of the shoe, and 
to resist excessive tension‘ of the stretched ?ller. 
The combined effect of the stretched ?ller sheet 
ll of the sole and the stretched layer 2| of the 
vamp results in a balance of tension which main 
tains the sole in' ?at position and preserves the 
?tting qualities of the vamp, when the shoe is off 
the foot, yet permits ?exing of the sole and main 
tains the upper parts in unwrinkled condition 
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when the shoeis worn. The usual leather upper 
and fabric lining are inherently stretchable, under 
the ?exing caused by walking and will conform 
to the condition of the resilient cushion layer 2|, 
so that said layer obviates wrinkling of the lin- ' 
ing or the upper under all conditions. 
A shoe constructed as herein described is ex 

tremely comfortable to wear and maintains its 
unwrinkled and uncreased shape inde?nitely. 
The springiness- of the sole which'is,‘ constantly 
urged toward a flattened condition, under the 
counteracting effect of the vamp lining, by the 

‘ tension of the resilient ?ller sheet, is noticeable 
when the shoe is ?exed in walking; and the ?at 
ness of the sole is apparent when the foot'is re 

' .laxed as well, as when the shoe is removed from 
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the foot. 
I claim: 
1‘. A method of making shoes comprising the 

steps of preparing an insole having fastening ele 
ments spaced longitudinally on its bottom vsur 
face, lasting an upper to the insole, preparinga 
sheet-like, stretchable and resilient bottom‘ ?ller 
having complemental fastening elements spaced 
longitudinally thereof with the distance between 
each pair of complemental fastenings'substan 
.tially shorter than the distance between the cor 
responding pair of ‘fasteners on the insole, 
stretching the ?ller and fastening it to the'in- > 
sole under 
sole; . - > _ 

2. A method of makingfshoes comprising the 
steps of preparing an insole having fastening 
elements spaced longitudinally on its bottom sur 
face, preparing'an upper by cementing to the 
vamp portion of the upper proper a layer of 
porous, stretchable and resilient material, while 
said layer'is in a stretched condition, and then 
applying a lining to-said-layer, lasting the lam 
inated upper to the insole whilesaid layer is 
under tension, preparing a sheet-like, stretchable 
and resilient bottom ?ller having complemental 
fastening elements spaced longitudinally thereof 
with the distance between each pair of comple 

tension, and then applying an 'out 

, mental fastenings substantially shorter than the 
distance between the corresponding pair of fas 
teners on the insole, stretching the filler and fas 
tening it to the insole under tension, and then 
applying an outsole. - r > ' ; 
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